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Unseen scan Fitted POP (point cloud) Animations with pose-dependent clothing deformation

Figure 1: The Power of Points (POP) model for clothed humans. Based on a novel articulated dense point cloud represen-
tation, our cross-outfit model, named POP, produces pose-dependent shapes of clothed humans with coherent global shape
and expressive local garment details. The trained model can be fitted to a single scan of an unseen subject wearing an unseen
outfit, and can animate it with realistic pose-dependent clothing deformations. The results are color-coded with predicted
point normals and rendered with a simple surfel-based renderer.

Abstract

Currently it requires an artist to create 3D human
avatars with realistic clothing that can move naturally. De-
spite progress on 3D scanning and modeling of human bod-
ies, there is still no technology that can easily turn a static
scan into an animatable avatar. Automating the creation of
such avatars would enable many applications in games, so-
cial networking, animation, and AR/VR to name a few. The
key problem is one of representation. Standard 3D meshes
are widely used in modeling the minimally-clothed body
but do not readily capture the complex topology of cloth-
ing. Recent interest has shifted to implicit surface mod-
els for this task but they are computationally heavy and
lack compatibility with existing 3D tools. What is needed
is a 3D representation that can capture varied topology at
high resolution and that can be learned from data. We ar-
gue that this representation has been with us all along —
the point cloud. Point clouds have properties of both im-
plicit and explicit representations that we exploit to model
3D garment geometry on a human body. We train a neu-
ral network with a novel local clothing geometric feature
to represent the shape of different outfits. The network is
trained from 3D point clouds of many types of clothing,

on many bodies, in many poses, and learns to model pose-
dependent clothing deformations. The geometry feature can
be optimized to fit a previously unseen scan of a person
in clothing, enabling the scan to be reposed realistically.
Our model demonstrates superior quantitative and qualita-
tive results in both multi-outfit modeling and unseen outfit
animation. The code is available for research purposes at
https://qianlim.github.io/POP.

1. Introduction
Animatable clothed human avatars are required in many

applications for 3D content generation. To create avatars
with naturally-deforming clothing, existing solutions either
involve heavy artist work or require 4D scans for train-
ing machine-learning models [55]. These solutions are ex-
pensive and often impractical. Instead, can we turn a sin-
gle static 3D scan — which can be acquired at low cost
today even with hand-held devices — into an animatable
avatar? Currently, no existing technology is able to do this
and produce realistic clothing deformations. Given a static
scan, traditional automatic rigging-and-skinning methods
[3, 18, 33] can be used to animate it, but are unable to
produce pose-dependent clothing deformations. Physics-
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based simulations can produce realistic deformations, but
require “reverse-engineering” a simulation-ready clothing
mesh from the given scan. This involves expert knowledge
and is not fully automatic.

Taking a data-driven approach, the goal would be to learn
a model that can produce reasonable pose-dependent cloth-
ing deformation across different outfit types and styles and
can generalize to unseen outfits. However, despite the re-
cent progress in modeling clothed human body shape de-
formations [22, 31, 36, 37, 44, 55], most existing models
are outfit-specific and thus cannot generalize to unseen out-
fits. To date, no such cross-garment model exists, due to
several technical challenges.

The first challenge lies in the choice of 3D shape repre-
sentation. To handle outfits of different types and styles at
once, the shape representation must handle changing topol-
ogy, capture high-frequency details, be fast at inference
time, and be easy to render. Classical triangle meshes ex-
cel at rendering efficiency but are fundamentally limited by
their fixed topology. The implicit surface representation
is topologically flexible, but is in general computationally
heavy and lacks compatibility with existing graphics tools.
Because point clouds are an explicit representation, they are
efficient to render, but they can also be viewed as implic-
itly representing a surface. Thus they are flexible in topol-
ogy and, as the resolution of the point cloud increases, they
can capture geometric details. While point clouds are not
commonly applied to representing clothing, they are widely
used to represent rigid objects and many methods exist to
process them efficiently with neural networks [1, 17, 32]. In
this work, we show that the seemingly old-fashioned point
cloud is, in fact, a powerful representation for modeling
clothed humans.

In recent work, SCALE [36] demonstrates that a point
cloud, grouped into local patches, can be exploited to repre-
sent clothed humans with various clothing styles, includ-
ing those with thin structures and open surfaces. How-
ever, the patch-based formulation in SCALE often suf-
fers from artifacts such as gaps between patches. In this
work, we propose a new shape representation of dense point
clouds. For simplicity, we avoid using patches, which have
been widely used in recent point cloud shape representa-
tions [4, 15, 16, 21, 36], and show that patches are not nec-
essary. Instead, we introduce smooth local point features on
a 2D manifold that regularize the points and enable arbitrar-
ily dense up-sampling during inference.

Another challenging aspect of cross-outfit modeling con-
cerns how outfits of different types and styles can be
encoded in a single, unified, model. In most existing
outfit-specific models, the model parameters (typically the
weights of a trained shape decoder network) need to repre-
sent both the intrinsic, pose-independent shape of a clothed
person, and how this shape deforms as a function of the in-

put pose. To factor the problem, we propose to isolate the
intrinsic shape from the shape decoder by explicitly condi-
tioning it with a geometric feature tensor. The geometric
feature tensor is learned in an auto-decoding fashion [43],
with a constraint that a consistent intrinsic shape is shared
across all examples of the same outfit. Consequently, the
shape decoder can focus on modeling the pose-dependent
effects and can leverage common deformation properties
across outfits. At inference time, the geometric feature ten-
sor can be optimized to fit to a scan of a clothed body with
a previously unseen outfit, making it possible for the shape
decoder to predict pose-dependent deformation of it based
on the learned clothing deformation properties.

These ideas lead to POP: our dense point cloud model
that produces pose-dependent clothing geometry across dif-
ferent outfits and demonstrating the Power of Points for
modeling shapes of humans in clothing. POP is evaluated
on both captured and synthetic datasets, showing state-of-
the-art performance on clothing modeling and generaliza-
tion to unseen outfits.

In summary, our contributions are: (1) a novel dense
point cloud shape representation with fine-grained local fea-
tures that produces state-of-the-art detailed clothing shapes
with various clothing styles; (2) a novel geometry feature
tensor that enables cross-garment modeling and general-
ization to unseen outfits; (3) an application of animating
a static scan with reasonable pose-dependent deformations.
The model and code are available for research purposes at
https://qianlim.github.io/POP.

2. Related Work

Shape Representations for Clothed Human Modeling.
Surface meshes are an efficient 3D representation that is
compatible with graphics pipelines, and thus are the dom-
inant choice for modeling clothing and clothed humans.
With meshes, the clothing is represented either by deform-
ing an unclothed body template [6, 8, 37, 40, 58, 63], or
using a separately defined template [22, 23, 31, 44, 56].
While recent work successfully produces detailed geome-
try with graph convolutions [37], multi-layer perceptrons
(MLPs) [8, 44], and UV map convolutions [28, 31], meshes
suffer from two fundamental limitations: the fixed topology
and the requirement for template registration. This restricts
their generalization to outfit styles beyond the pre-defined
templates, and makes it difficult to obtain a common rep-
resentation for various clothing categories. Although re-
cent work proposes adaptable templates [42, 66] that mod-
ify mesh connectivity, the need for registering training data
to the mesh template remains challenging when a complex
garment geometry is involved.

Neural implicit surfaces [11, 38, 43], on the other hand,
do not require any pre-defined template, are flexible with
surface topology, and have recently become a promising
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choice for reconstructing [7, 24, 25, 47, 53, 54, 64, 65] and
modeling [10, 12, 14, 39, 41, 55] shapes of 3D humans. De-
spite their ability to handle varied clothing topology, it re-
mains an open challenge to realistically represent thin struc-
tures that are often present in daily clothing. Moreover, re-
constructing an explicit surface from the implicit function
costs cubic time with respect to the resolution, which re-
stricts them from many practical applications.

Point clouds are another classic 3D representation that
supports arbitrary topology as well as thin structures. Go-
ing beyond prior work that generates a sparse point set [1,
17, 32], recent approaches [4, 15, 16, 21] use deep learn-
ing to generate structured point clouds with a set of surface
patches. Leveraging the patch regularization, SCALE [36]
proposes an articulated dense point cloud representation
to model clothing deformation. However, the patch-based
point clouds often suffer from overlap [21] or separa-
tion [36] between the patches, which degrades the geomet-
ric fidelity and visual quality. Our model, POP, follows the
spirit of these approaches to generate a dense, structured
point cloud, but, in contrast to prior work, we deprecate the
concept of patches and, instead, decode a dense point cloud
from fine-grained local features. The resulting clothed hu-
man model shows high geometry fidelity, is robust to topol-
ogy variations, and generalizes to various outfit styles.

Modeling Outfit Shape Space. We categorize existing
models for clothing or clothed bodies into three levels of in-
creasing generalization capacity, as summarized in Tab. 1.
Note that non-parametric models for clothed human recon-
struction [53, 54, 65] are out of the scope for this analysis.

Outfit-Specific. Methods from this class need to train
a separate model for every outfit instance [13, 23, 31,
36, 40, 55, 56, 62] or category (e.g. all short-sleeve T-
shirts) [22, 44, 58, 61]. For mesh-based methods in this
category [13, 22, 31, 40, 44, 58, 62], this characteristic
stems from the need to manually define a mesh template:
the fixed mesh topology fundamentally prohibits general-
ization to a different outfit category (e.g. from pants to a
skirt). These methods can, however, deal with size [22, 58]
or style [44, 61] within the template-defined category.
Template-free methods [36, 55] require training a separate
model for each outfit, i.e. the intrinsic, pose-independent
shape information is stored in the model parameters; hence,
the test-time generalization to an unseen outfit is restricted.

Multi-Outfit. Combining multiple pre-defined mesh tem-
plates with a multi-head network or a garment classifier, the
MGN model [6], BCNet [26], and DeepFashion3D [66] can
reconstruct humans in a variety of clothing from images. In
a similar spirit, CAPE [37] uses a pre-labeled one-hot vector
for outfit-type conditioning and can generate new clothing
from four common categories with a single model. While
training a single model for multiple outfits exploits the com-
plementary information among training data, these methods

Table 1: Data-driven models for clothing / clothed humans
classified by garment space generalization.

Outfit-Specific

De Aguiar [13], DRAPE [22], GarNet [23],
DeepWrinkles [31], SCALE [36],
Neophytou [40], TailorNet [44],
SCANimate [55], Santesteban [56],
Sizer [58], Wang [61], Yang [62].

Multi-Outfit
MGN [6], BCNet [26], CAPE [37],
Vidaurre [59], DeepFashion3D [66].

Arbitrary Outfit SMPLicit [12], Shen [57], POP (Ours).

do not show the ability to handle unseen garments beyond
the pre-defined categories.

Arbitrary Outfit. To overcome the limitations brought
by the fixed topology of meshes, recent work opts for other
representations that can unify different clothing categories
and types. Shen et al. [57] represent garments using 2D
sewing pattern images that are applicable to arbitrary cloth-
ing categories. However, the final 3D garment shape is
represented with a single manifold mesh that is not suffi-
ciently expressive to represent the complexity and variety
of real-world clothing. Using neural implicit surfaces, SM-
PLicit [12] learns a topology-aware generative model for
garments across multiple categories and shows continuous
interpolation between them. However, the clothing geom-
etry tends to be bulky and lacks details. In contrast, our
POP model faithfully produces geometric details of various
outfits, can generalize to unseen outfits, and demonstrates
state-of-the-art performance on garment space modeling.

3. Method
Our goal is to learn a single, unified, model of high-

fidelity pose-dependent clothing deformation on human
bodies across multiple outfits and subjects. We first in-
troduce an expressive point-based representation that pre-
serves geometric details and flexibly models varied topol-
ogy (Sec. 3.1). Using this, we build a cross-outfit model
enabled by a novel geometric feature tensor (Sec. 3.2).

As illustrated in Fig. 2, given an unclothed body, the
model outputs the 3D clothed body by predicting a displace-
ment field from the body surface based on local pose and ge-
ometric features. The trained model can be fitted to a scan
of a person in previously unseen outfits and this scan can be
animated with pose-dependent deformations (Sec. 3.3).

3.1. Representing Humans with Point Clouds

Point-based representations [20, 36] possess topological
flexibility and fast inference speed, giving them an advan-
tage over meshes or implicit functions for modeling articu-
lated humans. In this work, we formulate a structured point
cloud representation for modeling 3D clothed humans by
learning a mapping from a 2D manifold to a 3D deforma-
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Figure 2: Overview of POP. Given a posed but unclothed body model (visualized as a blue 2D contour), we record the 3D
positions pi of its surface points on a UV positional map I , and encode this into a pose feature tensor P . A garment geometry
feature tensor G is an optimizable variable that is pixel-aligned with P , and learned per-outfit in an auto-decoder manner.
The 2D image-plane coordinate ui describes the relative location of the points on the body surface manifold. The shape
decoder queries these locations and predicts displacement vectors ri based on the points’ local pose and geometry features.

tion field, in a similar form to AtlasNet [21]:

ri = fw(ui; zi) : R2 × RZ → R3, (1)

where ri is a displacement vector, fw(·) is a multi-layer per-
ceptron (MLP) with weights w, ui is a 2D parameterization
of a point i that denotes its relative location on the body sur-
face, and zi is the point’s local feature code containing the
shape information.

We deviate from other recent point-based human repre-
sentations in two key ways: 1) We use fine-grained per-
point local features zi as opposed to a single global fea-
ture [20, 21] or per-patch features [36] in prior work. 2) We
predict the clothing deformation field on top of the canoni-
cally posed body, instead of absolute Euclidean point coor-
dinates [20] or local patch deformations [36]. Both design
choices lead to significant improvements in representation
power, as detailed below.
Continuous Local Point Features. Recent work shows the
advantage of using a local latent shape code over a global
code: both for neural implicit surfaces [9, 19, 27, 46] and
point clouds [36]. Decoding shape from local codes signif-
icantly improves geometry quality. In particular for model-
ing humans, SCALE [36] successfully leverages local fea-
tures to represent pose-aware garment shape and demon-
strates a significant qualitative improvement against prior
work that uses a single global feature code [20].

However, the local feature in SCALE is still discretely
distributed on a set of pre-defined basis points ui on the
body manifold. Each feature code is decoded into multiple
points in a neighborhood (a “patch”) in the output space, but
it varies discretely across patch boundaries. This is equiva-
lent to the nearest neighbor (on the body manifold) assign-
ment of the features, Fig. 3(a). This discrete characteristic
limits the quality of the geometry. As shown in Fig. 3 of
[36] and our Sec. 4.1, the patches are typically isolated from
each other, leading to uneven point distributions, hence poor
mesh reconstruction quality.

Body basis point

Query point

Nearest assignment

Bilinear interpolation

(a) (b)

Figure 3: 2D illustration of the point feature assignment
for a region on the body manifold between the body basis
points. Colors represent features. (a) The nearest neigh-
bor assignment used by SCALE [36], causes “patchy” pre-
dictions. (b) Our bilinear feature interpolation results in
smoothly varying features on the manifold.

To address this problem, we make the local features more
fine-grained in two ways. First, we define a denser set of ba-
sis points ui, together with their local features, on the body
manifold. In practice, this amounts to simply increasing the
resolution of the body UV map (see Sec. 3.2). Second, we
further diffuse the feature over the body surface: for a query
coordinate on the body surface, we compute its feature by
bilinearly interpolating the features from its 4 nearest basis
points, Fig. 3. As a result, the network output can be eval-
uated at arbitrarily high resolution by querying the decoder
fw(·) with any point on the body surface, which we also
denote as ui from now on with a slight abuse of notation.

Local Transformations. The clothing deformation vector
ri in Eq. (1) is predicted on top of the body in the canonical
pose. Thus a large portion of shape variation is explained by
body articulation so that the network can focus on modeling
the residual shape. Note that unlike the mesh vertex offset
representation of clothing [6, 37, 49], our formulation does
not assume a constant topology, and can thus model various
outfit styles such as pants and dresses.

To reconstruct the clothed body in the posed space, we
transform ri according to the transformation matrix Ti at
ui that is given by the fitted body model. The point position
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from the clothed body in the posed space is then given by:

xi = Ti · ri + pi, (2)

where pi is the 3D Euclidean coordinate of ui on the posed
unclothed body. Note that we branch out the final layers of
fw(·) such that it also predicts the normal n(xi) of each
point, which is transformed with the rotation part of Ti.

Since our local point features are continuous over the
body surface, we also perform barycentric interpolation
to obtain continuously varying Ti, in the same way as
LoopReg [5].

3.2. Cross-garment Modeling with a Single Model

With our structured point cloud representation, we now
build a system that models pose-dependent deformations
of various garments, from different categories, of different
shapes and topology, dressed on different body shapes, us-
ing a single model. This is achieved by introducing a novel
geometric feature tensor. Practically, we decompose the lo-
cal feature zi in Eq. (1) into pose zP

i and garment geometry
zG
i , as illustrated in Fig. 2 and detailed below.

Body Shape Agnostic Pose Encoding. We first condition
our network with learned local body pose features zP

i such
that the output garment deformation is pose-aware. We
adopt the approach based on the UV positional map of the
posed body as used in [36] as it shows better pose gen-
eralization than the traditional pose parameter condition-
ing [37, 44, 62]. As shown in Fig. 2, a UV positional map
I ∈ RH×W×3 is a 2D parameterization of the body man-
ifold, where each valid pixel corresponds to a point on the
posed body surface. The 2D image-plane coordinate of a
pixel describes its manifold position: ui = (u, v)i. The
pixel value records the point’s location in R3: pi = Iui

.
A UNet [52] encodes I into a pose feature tensor P ∈
RH×W×64, where H,W are the spatial dimensions of the
feature tensor, and each “pixel” from P is a 64-dimensional
pose feature code: zP

i = Pui
∈ R64. Because of the recep-

tive field of the UNet, the learned pose features can contain
global pose information from a larger neighborhood when
necessary.

The UV positional map naturally contains information
about body shape. To generalize to different subjects, we
use posed bodies of a neutral shape for the pose encoding.
Still, the predicted clothing deformations are added to each
subject’s body respectively.
Geometric Feature Tensor. In most learning-based,
outfit/subject-specific clothed body models [36, 37, 55, 62],
the clothing shape information is contained in the parame-
ters of the trained shape decoder network, limiting gener-
alization to unseen outfits. What is needed for cross-outfit
modeling is a mechanism that decouples the intrinsic, pose-
independent shape of a clothed person from the decoder,

so that it can focus on modeling how the shape deforms
with the pose. To that end, we propose to explicitly con-
dition the shape decoder with a geometric feature tensor
G ∈ RH×W×64, Fig. 2.

The geometric feature tensor follows the spirit of being
local and is pixel-aligned with the pose feature tensor. Each
of its “pixels” represents a local shape feature on a body
point: zG

i = Gui
∈ R64. Unlike the pose features, the ge-

ometry features are learned in an auto-decoding [43] fash-
ion; i.e. they are updated during training such that the opti-
mal representation for the garment geometry is discovered
by the network itself. Importantly, we use a consistent G
for each outfit across all of its training examples (in differ-
ent poses). In this way, G is enforced to be a pose-agnostic
canonical representation of each outfit’s geometry.

Our geometry feature tensor plays a similar role as the
pre-defined clothing templates in many mesh-based gar-
ment models [23, 44, 56, 59]. However, by auto-decoding
the geometric features, we get rid of the reliance on man-
ual template definition. More importantly, our decoder net-
work and the neural geometry feature are fully differen-
tiable. This enables generalization to unseen garments at
test time, which is done by optimizing G to fit the target
clothed body scan. See Sec. 3.3 for details.
Shared Garment Shape Decoder. With the introduced lo-
cal pose and geometry features, we can re-write Eq. (1) in a
more concrete form: ri = fw([ui, z

P
i , z

G
i ]), where [·, ·, ·]

denotes concatenation. While zG
i is optimized for each gar-

ment and zP
i is acquired from each pose, fw(·) is shared

for the entire set of all garments and poses. By training on
many outfits and poses, the decoder learns common prop-
erties of clothing deformation, with which it can animate
scans in unseen outfits at test-time, as described below.

3.3. Training and Inference

Loss Functions. We train POP with multi-subject and outfit
data. During training, the parameters of the UNet pose en-
coder, the garment shape decoder, and the geometric feature
tensor G are optimized, by minimizing the loss function:

Ltotal = λdLd + λnLn + λrdLrd + λrgLrg, (3)

where the λ’s are weights that balance the loss terms, and
the L’s are the following loss terms.

First, the normalized Chamfer Distance Ld is employed
to penalize the average bi-directional point-to-point L2 dis-
tances between the generated point cloud X and a sampled
point set Y from the ground truth surface: Ld = d(x,y) =

1

M

M∑
i=1

min
j

∥∥xi − yj

∥∥2
2
+

1

N

N∑
j=1

min
i

∥∥xi − yj

∥∥2
2
, (4)

where M,N are the number of points from the generated
point cloud and the ground truth surface, respectively.
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The normal loss Ln is the averaged L1 discrepancy be-
tween the normal prediction on each generated point and its
nearest neighbor from the ground truth point set:

Ln =
1

M

M∑
i=1

∥∥∥n(xi)− n(argmin
yj∈Y

d(xi,yj))
∥∥∥
1
, (5)

where n(·) denotes the unit normal of the given point.
An L2 regularizer Lrd discourages the predicted point

displacements from being extremely large. Similarly, the
term Lrg penalizes the L2-norm of the vectorized geometric
feature tensor to regularize the garment shape space:

Lrd =
1

M

M∑
i=1

∥∥ri∥∥22, Lrg =
1

C

C∑
m=1

∥∥Gm

∥∥2
2
, (6)

where C is the number of garments seen in training.
The detailed model architecture, hyper-parameters and

training procedure are provided in the SupMat.
Inference: Scan Animation. At test-time, POP can gener-
alize to unseen poses of both the previously seen and unseen
outfits. For a seen outfit, we use its geometric feature tensor
optimized from training, and infer the clothing deformation
on unseen poses with a simple forward pass of the network.

To test on a scan Ŷ of a human wearing unseen cloth-
ing, we first fix the weights of the UNet pose encoder and
the shape decoder gw(·), and optimize the geometric feature
tensor such that the total loss against the scan is minimized:

Ĝ = argminLtotal(Ŷ). (7)

Afterwards, the estimated Ĝ is fixed, and is then treated as
in the case of a seen garment.

As with other point-based human models, the point cloud
generated by POP can either be meshed using classical tools
such as the Poisson Surface Reconstruction (PSR) [29], or
directly rendered into realistic images using recent point-
based neural rendering techniques [2, 30, 50]. However,
in this work, we do not rely on neural rendering to inpaint
the gaps between the points. Instead, we show qualita-
tive results using a simple surfel-based renderer to more
directly highlight the geometric properties of the smooth,
high-resolution, human point cloud generated by POP.

4. Experiments
Due to the lack of comparable existing work on POP’s

two key features, namely cross-outfit modeling and single
scan animation, we first evaluate its representation power on
a simpler but related task: outfit-specific shape modeling,
and compare with two state-of-the-art methods (Sec. 4.1).
We then discuss the efficacy of our cross-outfit learning for-
mulation (Sec. 4.2) and demonstrate single scan animation
(Sec. 4.3).

Datasets. We train and evaluate our method and baselines
on both a captured clothed human dataset, CAPE [37], and
our new synthetic dataset called ReSynth. From the CAPE
dataset, we use the three subjects (00096, 00215, 03375)
that contain the most abundant outfit variations (14 outfits
in total) to compare the representation capacity of differ-
ent methods. The synthetic ReSynth dataset is created with
a larger variation in outfit shapes, styles, and poses. We
worked with a professional clothing designer to create 3D
outfit designs that faithfully reflect those in a set of commer-
cial 3D clothed human scans (Renderpeople [51]), resulting
in 24 outfits including challenging cases such as skirts and
jackets. We then use physics simulation to drape the cloth-
ing on the 3D bodies from the AGORA dataset [45], which
we animate to generate many poses. Details of the datasets
are provided in the SupMat., and we will release ReSynth
for research purposes.
Baselines. To evaluate the representation power of our
model, we first compare with two recent methods for pose-
dependent human shape modeling (Sec. 4.1): NASA [14]
and SCALE [36]. To evaluate the effectiveness of our cross-
outfit modeling formulation (Sec. 4.2), we compare two
versions of our model: per-outfit trained and a cross-outfit
model trained with data from all outfits, both using the same
architecture. For animating unseen scans (Sec. 4.3), we
qualitatively compare with classical Linear Blend Skinning
using the SMPL [34] body model.
Metrics. We quantitatively evaluate each method using the
Chamfer Distance (in m2, Eq. (4)) and the L1 normal dis-
crepancy (Eq. (5)), computed over the 50K points generated
by our method and SCALE. For the implicit surface base-
line NASA, the points for evaluation are sampled from sur-
face extracted using Marching Cubes [35]. To evaluate the
visual quality of the generated results, we perform a large-
scale user study on the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)
and report the percentage of users that favor the results from
our method over the baseline. Details of the user study are
provided in the SupMat.

4.1. Representation Power

Tab. 2 summarizes the numerical results of reconstruct-
ing pose-dependent garment shape from different methods,
tested with seen outfits on unseen motion sequences. As
the difficulty of shape modeling varies greatly across dif-
ferent outfit types (e.g. how a loose jacket deforms is much
more complex than that of a tight T-shirt), we report three
types of statistics to holistically reflect the performance of
each model: the mean error averaged across all test exam-
ples from all outfits, the median of the per-outfit calculated
mean error (denoted as “Outfit Median” in Tab. 2), and the
per-outfit maximum error (“Outfit Max”).
Comparison with SoTA. The upper section of Tab. 2 shows
a comparison with NASA [14] and SCALE [36]. NASA
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Table 2: Results of pose-dependent deformation prediction on unseen test sequences from the captured CAPE dataset and
our ReSynth data. Best results are in boldface.

Methods

CAPE Data ReSynth Data
Chamfer-L2 (×10−4m2) ↓ Normal diff. (×10−1) ↓ Chamfer-L2 (×10−4m2) ↓ Normal diff. (×10−1) ↓

Mean
Outfit Outfit

Mean
Outfit Outfit

Mean
Outfit Outfit

Mean
Outfit Outfit

Median Max Median Max Median Max Median Max
NASA [14] 6.087 1.190 32.35 1.275 1.277 1.497 – – – – – –
SCALE [36] 0.721 0.689 0.971 1.168 1.170 1.335 1.491 0.680 8.451 1.041 1.054 1.321
Ours, per-outfit 0.639 0.607 0.831 1.146 1.150 1.293 1.356 0.651 7.339 1.013 1.006 1.289
Ours, multi 0.592 0.550 0.757 1.115 1.116 1.256 1.366 0.635 7.386 1.022 1.037 1.280
1/2 Data 0.598 0.560 0.765 1.122 1.127 1.257 1.405 0.665 7.414 1.032 1.042 1.299
1/4 Data 0.621 0.586 0.841 1.134 1.142 1.271 1.406 0.674 7.469 1.032 1.043 1.296
1/8 Data 0.662 0.623 0.992 1.165 1.176 1.310 1.490 0.720 7.859 1.050 1.056 1.326

represents the body shape with an ensemble of articulated
occupancy functions defined per body part. As it requires
pre-computing occupancy values for training, it is in gen-
eral not applicable to our synthetic data, which typically
does not contain water-tight meshes. SCALE produces a
point cloud of clothed bodies, where the points are grouped
into local patches. Notably, both methods need to train a
separate model per outfit. Under the same outfit-specific
training setting, POP outperforms both baselines on both
datasets under all metrics. We further conduct an AMT user
study to evaluate the perceptual quality, comparing POP
side-by-side against the strongest baseline, SCALE. On the
CAPE data, 89.8% participants rate POP’s results as hav-
ing “higher visual quality” than SCALE (10.2%); while on
ReSynth, 84.8% users favor POP over SCALE (15.2%).

The differences in perceptual quality can be seen in
Fig. 4. All approaches provide clear pose-dependent effects.
However, NASA suffers from non-smooth transitions be-
tween separately-modeled body parts and is unable to han-
dle thin structures and open surfaces such as the skirt in
ReSynth. SCALE, on the other hand, produces a smooth
global shape with local details, but the isolation between the
patches leads to sub-optimal visual quality. In contrast, the
dense point clouds generated by POP manifest a coherent
overall shape and expressive local details. This illustrates
the advantage of our continuous local point features as op-
posed to the discretely defined patch features.

4.2. Cross-Outfit Modeling

A key feature of POP is the ability to handle mul-
tiple outfits of varied types using a single model, with-
out pre-defining garment templates. As shown in Tab. 2,
our cross-outfit model trained with all subjects and outfits
(“Ours, multi”) reaches overall comparable performance to
the outfit-specific models (“Ours, per-outfit”) on the syn-
thetic ReSynth data, and has significantly lower error on the
CAPE dataset. Still, on both datasets, the cross-outfit model
consistently outperforms the two baselines analyzed above.

The result on the CAPE data reveals the advantage of
cross-outfit modeling: the information between different

NASA [14] SCALE [36] Meshed Ours Meshed

SCALE [36] Meshed Ours Meshed

Figure 4: Comparison with SoTAs on the CAPE (upper 2 rows)
and ReSynth (lower 2 rows) data. The dense point clouds from
POP (cross-outfit model) are clean and preserve local details,
while baseline methods suffer from artifacts. Note the point clouds
are colored according to predicted normal and rendered with sur-
fels [48]. Best viewed zoomed-in on a color screen.

but similar outfit styles can be shared. The CAPE dataset
mostly consists of simple and similar garments such as
long/short T-shirts and pants, but the motions are performed
differently by different subjects. Intuitively, training a
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cross-outfit model leads to mutual data augmentation in the
pose space among different outfits, hence a better general-
ization to unseen poses as seen in the numerical results. In
contrast, the synthetic data are simulated with a consistent
set of motion sequences for all outfit types with largely var-
ied geometry. As a result, the inter-outfit knowledge sharing
is limited, leading to similar performance between per-outfit
and cross-outfit models.
Robustness Against Limited Data. In the lower section
of Tab. 2, we evaluate the performance of our cross-outfit
model trained with subsets sampled from the full training
set. Even with only 1/4 of data from each outfit, our cross-
outfit model is comparable to the outfit-specific models of
SCALE that are trained with full data.

4.3. Single Scan Animation

Once trained, our cross-outfit POP model can be fit to
a single scan of an unseen subject with an unseen outfit,
and then animated with pose-dependent clothing variation,
as described in Sec. 3.3. Notably, this is a very challeng-
ing task since it requires generalization in both the outfit
shape space and pose space. Figure 5 qualitatively com-
pares our model (trained on CAPE data) and the classical
Linear Blend Skinning (LBS) technique that uses the SMPL
model [34] to animate the given unseen scan with an unseen
motion. Here we use sampled points from the mesh pro-
vided in the CAPE dataset as the target scan. As LBS uses
simple rigid transformations of the body parts only, it can-
not produce complex pose-dependent shape variation. In
contrast, POP produces reasonable and vivid clothing de-
formation such as the lifted hems. In Fig. 6 we deploy POP
(trained on the ReSynth data) to animate an unseen scan
from ReSynth and one from real-world captures [51], re-
spectively. Note that the latter test is much more challeng-
ing due to the domain gap between our synthetic training
data and the captured test data. POP produces high-quality
clothing geometry on the ReSynth test example and gen-
erates reasonable animation for the challenging real-world
scan, which opens the promising new direction of automatic
3D avatar creation from a “one-shot” observation.

5. Conclusion
We have introduced POP, a dense, structured point cloud

shape representation for articulated humans in clothing. Be-
ing template-free, geometrically expressive, and topologi-
cally flexible, POP models clothed humans in various outfit
styles with a single model, producing high-quality details
and realistic pose-dependent deformation. The learned POP
model can also be used to animate a single human scan from
an unseen subject and clothing. Our evaluations on both
captured data and our synthetic data demonstrate the effi-
cacy of the continuous local features and the advantage of a
cross-outfit model over traditional subject-specific ones.

Scan Animations with LBS

Fitted POP Animations with POP

Figure 5: Comparison of animation with POP and an LBS-based
method. The unseen scan from the CAPE dataset is animated on
unseen motions.

Scan Fitted POP Animations with POP

Figure 6: Animation of an unseen example from ReSynth (upper
row) and a real-world capture (lower row) with unseen motions.

POP assumes that the minimally closed body under the
clothing is given and the training scans have no noise
or missing data. Dealing with partial, noisy, scans and
combining it with automatic body shape and pose esti-
mation [5, 60] are promising future directions for fully-
automatic scan animation. Our use of the UV map for body
pose conditioning can sometimes lead to “seams” in the
outputs (see SupMat.). Future work should explore more
continuous parameterizations of the human body manifold.
Additionally, here we factor out dependencies of clothing
deformation on body shape for simplicity. Given sufficient
training data, this would be easy to learn by replacing the
neutral shape with the true shape in the UV positional map.
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